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The annual yearbook from Project Censored features the year's most underreported news stories,

striving to unmask censorship, self-censorship, and propaganda in corporate-controlled media

outlets. Censored 2016 features the top-25 most underreported stories, as voted by scholars,

journalists, and activists across the country and around the world, as well as chapters exploring

timely issues from the previous year with more in-depth analysis.
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"Project Censored's list of the top stories that get very little mainstream media traction should in fact

drive the reporting agendas of every major news outlet. These 25 stories are clearly the most

consequential of the year, and what is scary in looking at the list is how obvious it is that silencing

reports of these themes protects corrupt governments and corporate gatekeepers. Project

Censored is a lifeline to the world's most urgent and significant stories." --Naomi Wolf

PROJECT CENSORED, founded in 1976 by Carl Jensen at Sonoma State University, has as its

principal objective the advocacy for and protection of First Amendment rights, including freedom of

information. In 2008, Project Censored received the PEN/Oakland Literary Censorship Award. Most

recently, Project Censored received the 2014 Pillar Award in Journalism and New Media, given

annually to persons of conscience, conviction, and achievement who stand up for whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s



right and whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s true in the face of corporate and political intimidation. For more

information, visit www.projectcensored.org.

This book is very insightful to the censorship that comes from the government through the media.

Really scary to realize how much us Americans don't really know. I am taking a Social Problems

class at my college and I am very glad this book was a part of the curriculum. A must read - to get

your eyes open so you can be aware of what is actually going on around you!

If you read one nonfiction book a year, make it Project Censored. This book is like crib notes on the

previous year in underreported news.

Another great book of censored news stories. Keep publishing 'em, guys, I'll keep reading! Thanx

for your efforts, much appreciated.

I had to buy this for my college class...

As always the censored project never disappoints it's crazy to read stories of predictions of things to

come and then you can see that it actually did happen

So sad what is not printed here in the US

I buy this every year

Rather than banding together and taking on the problems that affect us all, people turn the stories

into political issues and accuse "those whining conservatives" or "those whining liberals" of bringing

up the issues that no one wants to face.This is why "junk food news" is so prevalent. We can't take

on the huge, faceless problems like global warming, corporate greed, and nuclear disasters

because they have no face. They don't have one single cause or person behind them that we can

bring to justice and work on together--their causes are numerous, nebulous, and varied.But the

shooters across the country have a face, a name, something we can hate. It is easier to become

emotional than it is to take a moment to think logically about the causes of the world's most pressing

problems, the big problems like wars and poverty and greed. A thousand or so people might die

from being shot, or from terrorism. But millions of people die because of greed that results in



poverty, suicide, crime, and environmental destruction, or from the effects of unrestrained emotions

and illogical thinking that result in nonsensical wars.When will we wake up and realize this---that it

doesn't matter WHO started the problem or brought it up, it ONLY matters how we are going to work

together to solve it? I would rather have this than simply becoming upset, accusing others, pointing

fingers, or worse...censoring it.
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